An efficient algorithm is presented to simulate the O(N ) loop model on the square lattice for arbitrary values of N > 0. The scheme combines the worm algorithm with a new data structure to resolve both the problem of loop crossings and the necessity of counting the number of loops at each Monte Carlo update.
This task is hindered by two main obstacles. The first one is that each even HT graph must be decomposed into an unambiguous set of polygons or loops, with each loop carrying a degeneracy factor N that arises because any of the N spin components or colors can be routed through the loop. This problem was formally solved by Chayes et al. [1] by resolving each crossing of a HT graph into three routings, with unique instructions as how to connect the four legs, see Fig. 1 . A given even graph configuration then breaks into a set of interlocking colorless loops that can be assigned unambiguous degeneracy factors. To the best of our knowledge, this scheme has never been employed in numerical studies.
The second obstacle is that at each update step the number of loops present on the entire lattice is required. Since this quantity is nonlocal, the use of a tracing algorithm would slow down simulations in the critical region as well as in the low-temperature phase to the extent of rendering them useless on larger lattices. In this paper, we implement the scheme due to Chayes et al. [1] by adopting the worm algorithm [6] and overcome the tracking problem by coding loops into a new data structure, called a satellite list [7] . As an application, we determine the line of critical points of the O(N) model on the square lattice for arbitrary 0 < N < 2.
Our starting point is the partition function [8] 
obtained by truncating the series expansion of the conventional Boltzmann factor, exp(
at the first order in the coupling constant K. In Eq. (1), the N-component spin variable S i at each site i is normalized, |S i | = 1, the trace Tr stands for the (normalized) sum or integral over all possible spin configurations, and the product is restricted to nearest neighbor pairs. Notice that K in Eq.(1) must satisfy the condition |K| ≤ 1, if the weight of a spin configuration is to be non-negative. In the following, we take K > 0.
In the HT representation of the model (1), a factor KS i · S j is represented by a bond drawn between the nearest neighbor sites i and j which is given a weight K. The advantage of the truncated model (1) compared to the conventional one is that links cannot be multiply occupied.
Unlike crossings, this simplification is believed to be irrelevant both at the critical point and in the low-temperature phase. (For recent numerical support of this assumption, see [5] .) Each site carries a weight Q(k i ) that depends on the number of bonds k i attached to that site. Specifically, Q(0) = 1, Q(2) = 1/N, and Q(4) = 1/N(N + 2) for sites connecting 0, 2, or 4 bonds [1] . The partition function for N > 0 can then be written as a sum over configurations, C, consisting of arbitrary many colorless loops [1] :
Here, b denotes the total number of bonds, K plays the role of a bond fugacity, m 2 is the number of lattice sites connecting two bonds, m 4 is the number of intersections (each with a unique routing instruction), and ℓ is the number of loops in a given loop configuration. Finally, the degeneracy factor N appears as a loop fugacity in the HT representation. Whereas in the spin representation
(1) K must satisfy the bound K ≤ 1, no such restriction is required in the HT representation (2) and K can be continued to the region K > 1.
We simulate the model (2) on a square lattice (with periodic boundary conditions) for arbitrary N > 0 by using the worm algorithm [6] , a very efficient Monte Carlo scheme that is not hampered by critical slowing down. This scheme directly generates HT graphs through the motion of an
endpoint of an open chain, or worm. When the head of the worm encounters a site that already connects two bonds, our algorithm randomly chooses one of the three possible routings, so that the resulting graphs are always unambiguous. At each time step, the worm attempts to either set or erase a bond, depending on whether the link under consideration was previously empty or not. As time proceeds, the worm constantly changes its shape and length until its head eventually returns to its tail to form a loop. After this, a new worm is attempted to be created by proposing to move both endpoints together to a randomly chosen site and the process continues for as long as necessary to accumulate sufficient statistics. Notice that although the head shifts smoothly through the lattice, taking steps of one lattice spacing at a time, the worm can change its shape and length abruptly, either by opening up and annexing an existing loop or by intersecting itself and thereby shedding a loop. The latter process is known in polymer physics as backbiting. The Metropolis update probabilities for setting or erasing a bond readily follow from detailed balance and will not be discussed here for want of space, save for noting that the existence of multiple routings at intersections complicates matters, for they can lead to different degeneracy factors.
Whereas only loop configurations contribute to the partition function Z, configurations that include a worm with endpoints i 1 and i 2 contribute to the unnormalized two-point spin-spin cor-
This function is related to the normalized correlation function through
Because of the dot product appearing here, a worm, like a loop, carries a degeneracy factor N. For the truncated model, each lattice site on a square lattice can connect only 0, 2, or 4 bonds, with the exception of the sites housing an endpoint of the worm which connect 1 or 3 bonds. In that case, the site i hosting an additional endpoint is assigned the weigth Q(k i + 1)
, where the extra term "1" in the argument is to indicate explicitly the presence of an endpoint at that site. Since S i · S i = 1, a site i housing both endpoints at the same time acts as if they are absent, and Z ii = Z. Note that our convention here differs from that used in Ref. [6] . The critical exponents can be determined directly from the HT graphs through the use of observables known from percolation theory and the theory of self-avoiding random walks [9] .
We have overcome the problem of keeping track of the number of loops at each Monte Carlo update by coding the worm (and the loops it generates) into a satellite list [7] . Such a list, which is a variation on the more familiar doubly-linked list, is a ladderlike data structure, see we estimate the location of the threshold by keeping ν fixed and varying K c until the best data collapse is achieved. As an illustration, we plot in the bottom row of Fig. 3 the best collapse achieved for the data shown in the top row of the figure. The quality of collapse is excellent for all values of N we investigated in the range 0 < N 1.8. To investigate this issue, we consider in detail the limiting case N = 2, corresponding to the XY model. Besides logarithmic corrections to scaling, the XY critical point is special also because the correlation length diverges exponentially instead of powerlike as happens for N < 2 [11] . These two complicating factors make it notoriously difficult to determine K c for N = 2 and usually require Monte Carlo simulations on lattices of sizes much larger than those used for N < 2 to achieve comparable precisions. One way to circumvent this problem [12] is by analyzing the size-dependence of the helicity modulus Υ, which exhibits a universal jump at the critical point that is unique to this the BKT phase transition [13] . In the HT representation, the helicity modulus is determined by the average squared winding number of loop configurations, w 2 , where w is the number of times the loops wrap the lattice (in any of the two directions) for a given loop configuration [14] . As shown in Fig. 4 , this observable has the expected behavior, namely, it is finite in the low-temperature phase and rapidly falls to zero when 1/K increases.
The quantity w 2 features in the Kosterlitz renormalization group equations [11] through the combination
For the infinite system, one has lim K→K + c w 2 = 4/π, so that x vanishes at the critical point in the thermodynamic limit. On a finite lattice, x remains finite at the critical point and its size dependence is known [12] to be given by
where L 0 is a characteristic length of the order of the lattice spacing. Relation (4) can be used to estimate the critical point of the infinite lattice as follows [12] . First one measures x on lattices of different sizes for different values of K and then fits the size-dependence (4) to the data for each K, using L 0 as the only free parameter, see Fig. 5 . The value of K that produces the best fit is taken as estimate of the critical point of the infinite lattice. We in this way arrive at the estimate 
